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SUNDAY WE HAVE ATC CADETS This time from 5 SQN….EARLY START PLEASE
MEMBERS NEWS
SATURDAY Ray Burn gives the tale

After the preceding week I had great visions
of flying GBU on Saturday. The forecast
wasn’t fantastic and sure enough the morning
was awful. Warm Air arrived bright and early
to go tiki touring and when he returned
reporting 700 ft cloud base it seemed
unlikely that much flying would be done.

(Plenty of talking though)
Dave Todd arrived and we decided that as sky
was lightening and the forecast was for
improved conditions in the afternoon, we get
the show under way. Dave did three flights,
two with David Grey and one with William
Harmen, (Gay’s grandson) and I took over
the afternoon.
My first was a trial flight and we
managed a credible 47 minutes (to be the
longest of the day) and landed with a bit
a tail wind. The tailwind continued to
veer and become more pronounced so we
packed up and headed to the 26 end. By
this time the sun had come out and the
sky looked fabulous. Roy managed 40
minutes in MP and, David tried his hand
at flying without instruments, Gary had a
go from the back seat and Jay finished
the day with his third solo.

SUNDAY Instructor Lionel Page does the honours
The weather report for Sunday showed it being overcast and showers developing as the day wore
on, however I understand from Roy that changed to improving as the day wore on. Needless to say
as Roy’s weather report was later proved to be more accurate.
I arrived late, as arranged with Peter Thorpe, to see things well underway with the ATC cadets but
just in the process of having to change ends to 08. Thank you Peter for standing in for me as I had
the privilege of going for a 10 km run/walk with Leona and then a 2 km run with my daughter Gizelle
– much appreciated.
The weather was certainly more reminiscent of winter with low clouds, occasional showers and a
good cross wind. First up for me was a cadet flight and we had to try find some gaps in the fairly
solid cloud cover to climb to 1,500 ft for what turned out to be a very quick trip back with wet
wings. Final approach was interesting as the wet wings and obvious sink made the sink rate of the
glider something to behold.
Next up saw Towie Andrew navigating between the clouds and as soon as I thought it was for
naught, a nice large hole appeared which allowed us to climb to 2,000 ft which was highest anyone
got. A quick turn to stay clear of the clouds saw us having to make another quick turn to ensure we
stayed well clear of the returning tow plane – great that it is such a nice visible yellow colour.
The following 3 flights saw Kishan consolidating his cross wind landings after attempting to get
flight in rain signed off. Believe it or not, the rain shower that we were going to use promptly
disappeared as soon as we were airborne so the flight turned out to just be a cross wind landing
exercise.
What with cross winds and reducing cloud base and showers the day ended with no more customers
and me doing a 1,000 ft circuit and a long landing in GMW. As I said on Facebook, a great day flying
although not a great flying day. All packed up by 4.30pm
ATC CADETS
We have ATC cadets on Sunday morning. This group is from the 5 Squadron up at Silverdale. Early
start please with assemble at 0800 and start flying at 0900. Can we please have some helpers.
INSTRUCTORS CORNER
UP COMING EVENTS
•
•
•
•

•

Jumpstart has been delayed until 5/6 May
22 – 25 Feb. Flying NZ National Championships at North Shore Airfield.
25 Feb will be 486SQN reunion with a Spitfire display around 1430
16 – 18 March. No flying for us due to filming a segment of the Movie “Emperor” in front of
5 Sqn hangar. We would end up in the shot and apparently there were no yellow towplanes or
fiberglass gliders around when McArthur entered Japan at the end of WWII. K6’s are not
welcome either.
We will have ATC cadets 12 Feb and 19 Feb with more in March and April.

Multiclass Nationals Matamata 2012 - Steve Wallace
Saturday 28th January,
January practice day, was the usual slow paced melee of pilots and organising volunteers arriving and
setting up gliders, rooms, tents, kitchens, scoring systems and all those many other things that go into the mix of a
successful gliding competition. The weather was pretty good too (more so to the north) so a practice task was set, flown
and scored for those wishing to attempt it. A safety briefing was held at 1800hrs and was followed by a delicious
complimentary Macaroni Cheese and fresh bread meal courtesy of Jan Mace (head chef of the Blue Skies Café). 25 entries
were organised into two classes for the purposes of combined scoring and tasking. An Open / 18m class with 10 entries
and a 15m / Standard class with 15 entries. Champions at the end though based on the highest scorer in the class the pilot
actually entered in.
The Tasman Trophy this year was to be battled out between Tim Bromhead from Piako, representing New Zealand and
flying the Piako club’s Discus B (XP) and Bryan Hayhow from Temora (NSW), representing Australia and flying
Auckland Gliding Club’s Discus CS (CS). Interesting to note though that all the ex hang glider pilots remembered Bryan
from 20+ years ago, when he was a very good hang glider pilot and a New Zealander!
Day One dawned with a weather forecast that deemed the viability of a successful thermal task small but fortunately, as
is often the case at Matamata, a 15kt westerly meant the ridge would be working. So a racing ridge task was set, 296km
for the 15m / Standard and 320km for the Open / 18m. North to Thames Airfield, south to around Putararu, north
again to the ‘swamp’ just west of Paeroa, south again to the fertiliser shed on the road that goes over the Kaimai’s to
Tauranga and home. The off the ridge turn points did claim two landout victims. Victory though went to those who
timed their runs well, were brave enough to never chuck in a turn and clever enough to know when and where to slow
down and gain height. In the 15m / Standard this was Lindsay Stephens in his ASW27 (ZM) at a speed of 138kph and
in the Open / 18m it was Alan Belworthy in his Ventus 2ct at 136kph.
An early but decisive moment in the Tasman Trophy after Tim and Bryan started and finished within a minute of each
other but scoring showed that Bryan had missed the start line by over 2km due to programming the 6km start line as a
6km radius.
Day Two. The weather forecast for the day was not promising with a trough line passing overhead, combined with a
strong easterly. This had all data pointing towards an overdeveloped sky and weak thermals. With this is mind the task
was set as a 2hr AAT, SW to Te Kuiti with a 20km circle, east to Mangakino with a 20km circle and back home.
Minimum distance 184km and max distance 324km. As often happens with the weather though things turned out quite
a bit better than anticipated with the easterly, while still very strong it was unusually not very moist, and in fact blued
out the task area at the end of the day. Those who started early did better by getting around before things really blued
out. Winner in the 18m / Open was Pat Driessen with a speed of 92kph over 227km in his Ventus ct (OP) and in the 15m
/ Standard first home once again was Lindsay Stephens
at 84kph over 209km in the ASW27 (ZM).
The day was clearly not an easy one though with only
10 making it around and 12 landing out or back.
In the Trans Tasman Trophy Bryan Hayhow's bad
start to the contest continued when he failed to connect
with the first thermal after the start gate and landed
out after just 7.7km. Tim Broomhead also landed out
but 81km from the start line.
The photo to the left shows the ‘Tiger Country’ one
must transition to take the short route between Te
Kuiti and Mangakino.

Day Three (attempt one). The weather forecast was good, although there was debate over whether the cloud base was
going to be 4,500' or 6,500' as NOAA and RASP were in disagreement. Ian Finlayson did point out that the air seemed
a bit moist and he wasn't convinced of higher cloud bases in the high country. A task was eventually settled on though,
an AAT south to Kuratau with a 30km circle (SW side of lake Taupo), Te Awa Camp with a 10km circle (east of lake
Taupo), Atiamuri and home. Minimum distance 270km, max distance 370km and a minimum time of 3hrs. The day
started as predicted and the launch got underway on schedule at 11.45am. The first gliders were on task by 12.30pm.
Cloud base was 4,500' and thermals were only moderate in strength. All was going OK for the leaders until about the
70km on task mark when the sky from this point on was completely cut off from heating by a mid level overdevelopment
that was rapidly spreading across the entire task area. The leading first half a dozen gliders immediately stopped and
went into a sort of holding pattern in the Mangakino area. At the same time the contest director received information
from Taupo of low cloud and poor conditions and another report of drizzle at Turangi. He then made the correct call to
cancel the day and everyone turned tail and started to scurry for home. All but six made it back with three going down
in the same paddock at Whakamaru, one into the airfield at Tokoroa, one into the spud patch and one at some place
called Pond Rd.
The weather then remained poor until about 4.30pm when suddenly everything came right and the day we were meant
to have magically appeared.
Day Three (attempt two). A nice 15 - 20kt wind onto the ridge with general uncertainty as to the quantity and quality
of thermals off the ridge meant a ridge task with turn points straying not too far from the ridge. The 18m / Open were
set a 281km racing task with a top turn point 16km out from the ridge. The 15m / Standard were set 282km racing task
with their top turn point 11km out from the ridge. As it turned out, as long as you timed it right getting out from the
ridge to the turn points over the swamp and back was not too much of a problem with handy cloud streets showing the
way.
Once again in the 15m / Standard class Lindsay Stephens lead the way with a speed of 142kph and in the 18m / Open,
Alan Belworthy in his Ventus 2ct lead the pack at 143kph.
In the Trans Tasman Trophy local knowledge helped Tim come in ahead of Bryan from Aus. Tim completed the task at
119kph while Bryan managed 110kph. So after Day Three Tim had stretched his lead to 1,034 points, i.e. at least a day
up his sleeve.
Day Four. After two days of rain
and one failed attempt at a day
four the weather forecast was
finally good but unfortunately the
view out the window was still not
so good. The original bigger task
was scaled back to one more in line
with the sky. Uncertainty as to
what the weather may be doing at
the far turn points meant circles
were the way to go. If the weather
was good, pilots could fly further
(and the time limit would force
them to do so) and if the weather
was not so good pilots were more
likely to just clip the circles and
concentrate on just getting around.
So task for the day was north first
This is one of the prettier Day 4 Waikato land out spots. Pukeatua strip.
to the State Highway 2 / 27
intersection with a 10km circle,
then south to Mangakino with a 20km circle, back north to Morrinsville as a control point and home for an easterly
landing. Minimum distance 215km, max distance 337km with a minimum time of 2.5hrs. All got around except for six

pilots with the land-outs including both contestants in the Trans Tasman Trophy. First in the 15m / Standard class was
Nigel McPhee in his ASW27 (GB) at a speed of 84kph over 232km and in the 18m / Open first was Brett Hunter in the
JS1 (VR) at a speed of 86kph over 232km
Day Five. Today we set a new definition for what is a marginal day. The weather was an overcast of mid level cloud.
The sun never actually got to shine through the grey murk. Instead what we got was a sky that was either dark grey,
grey, light grey or at best greyish blue. Nobody was hopefully of a task but heating of some sort was getting through and
grey cumulus clouds were forming under the grey murk. The grid was formed, various task ideas were put into the
computer (including two large circles with 50km radius that touched!). Eventually what was settled on was an AAT,
north to Kaihere with 15k radius circle, south to Waharoa as a hard point, north again to Awaiti with a 10km radius
circle and home. Minimum distance 131km, maximium distance 233km and minimum time 2hrs. Now here is the
amazing part, despite the complete lack of sun, there was lift to be had under the grey cumulus and in the 18m / Open
four pilots got around and five landed out, turned back or started their motors. First was Pat Driessen in his Ventus ct
(OP) with a speed of 96kph, covering a distance of 191km for an ever so slightly devalued points total of 999. In the 15m
/ Standard class six got around and seven landed out. First was Ian Finlayson in his ASW27 (ZO) with a speed of 70kph,
covering a distance of 165km for 818 points. In the Trans Tasman Trophy both competitors landed out with Tim
covering 124km and Bryan from Australia covering 84km meaning Tim’s lead extends still further to 1,475 points. As
they say in the UK, today we flew the 4/8th’s under the 8/8th’s.
Day Six. The weather forecast was good and so was the weather (see the first page header photo). Everyone was on the
grid by briefing at 10.30 and ready for first launch at 11.30. The launch did get delayed until 12.00 as our mighty
contest director had to plead and beg with the airways controllers to give back some airspace which they decided to take
away moments before the launch. His charms worked and we were back on track. Task for the day was an AAT task for
all classes. North first to Waitoa before turning south on a 115km leg to Tihoi on the western shores of lake Taupo (20km
circle), then east across the northern shores of lake Taupo on a 65km leg to Te Awa camp (middle of the Kaiangaroa
Forest - 20km circle) then north through Tokoroa as an airspace avoidance control point on a 127km final leg home.
Minimum distance 255km, maximum distance 396km and minimum task time 3hrs.
Below is a nice picture of the Huka Falls (in shadow) and the Waikato River as it leaves Lake Taupo on the beginning of
its 425km trek to sea.

First home in the 18m / Open class was Brett Hunter in the JS1 (VR) at a speed of 112kph over a distance of 348km. In
the 15m / Standard class first home was Ian Finlayson in his ASW27 (ZO) at a speed of 93kph over a distance of 289km.
In the Trans Tasman Trophy Tim again put more points over Bryan completing the task at a speed of 84kph while
Bryan unfortunately landed out early after only 87km.
Day 7 (final day). The forecast showed a small trough flicking its tail past the Waikato area around midday as it
departed to the north east. How much trouble this would bring was hard to determine so a task was set on what could be
seen out the window. Good to the north west, dodgy to the south. So an AAT was set north to Hotel Du Vin with a
20km circle, then south to Putararu with a 20km circle and home. Minimum distance 148km, maximum 311km,
minimum time 2.5hrs. As it turned out the mid level cloud did give a bit of trouble as it swept across the first leg
claiming two victims in the open class and one in the 15m. The day however really boomed once the trouble had passed
and many found themselves having to go deep into the second circle to avoid coming in under time.
First in the 15m / Standard was Ian Finlayson in his ASW27 (ZO), 202km at 81kph and in the Open / 18m, unusually
first equal was Pat Driessen, Ventus ct (OP) and Alan Belworthy, Ventus 2ct (RY) both at 82.2kph. Once again Tim was
well ahead of Bryan, 72kph compared to 62kph seeing him easily home for victory to New Zealand in the Trans
Tasman.
Final Results

18m Class Champion 2012, Patrick Driessen,
Auckland, Ventus ct (OP)

Open Class Champion 2012, Brett Hunter,
Tauranga, JS1 revelation (VR)

15m Class Champion 2012, Lindsay Stephens,
Auckland, ASW 27 (ZM)

Standard Class Champion 2012, Tony Van
Dyk, Upper Valley, LS8 (TD)

Winner of the Tasman Trophy 2012, Tim
Bromhead, Piako, Discus B (XP)

See you at the field
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ROSTER BELOW
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